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Abstract : Collision-induced dissociation (CID) combined with electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) was used
to obtain structural information on rat islet amyloid polypeptide (rIAPP) monomers (M) and dimers (D) observed in the multiply
charged state in the MS spectrum. MS/MS analysis indicated that the rIAPP monomers adopt distinct structures depending on
the molecular ion charge state. Peptide bond dissociation between L27 and P28 was observed in the MS/MS spectra of rIAPP
monomers, regardless of the monomer molecular ion charge state. MS/MS analysis of the dimers indicated that D5+ comprised
M2+ and M3+ subunits, and that the peptide bond dissociation process between the L27 and P28 residues of the monomer subunit
was also maintained. The observation of (M+ b27)

4+ and (M+ y10)
3+ fragment ions were deduced to originate from the two differ-

ent D5+ complex geometries, the N-terminal and C-terminal interaction geometries, respectively. The fragmentation pattern of
the [MrIAPP + MhIAPP]

5+ MS/MS spectrum showed that the interaction occurred between the two N-terminal regions of MrIAPP and
MhIAPP in the heterogeneous dimer (hetero-dimer) D5+ structure.

Keywords : rat islet amyloid polypeptide (rIAPP), human islet amyloid polypeptide (hIAPP), heterogeneous dimer, collision-

induced dissociation mass spectrometry (CID-MS), MS/MS 

Introduction

Rat islet amyloid polypeptide (rIAPP), a 37-residue

peptide differing from human islet amyloid polypeptide

(hIAPP) by six residues in the 18-29 residue region, is

known not to form amyloid fibrils.1,2 Of these 18-29

residues, three are proline residues, which are known to

disrupt secondary β-sheet structure formation.3 rIAPP is

thus an example of a natural “β-breaker inhibitor”, which

prevents the formation and propagation of the β-sheet structure.4

The rIAPP-based inhibition of hIAPP amyloidogenicity5-7 or

amyloid β aggregation8 were reported by the formation of

rIAPP-hIAPP or rIAPP- amyloid β heterocomplexes.

Amyloid plaques containing aggregates of hIAPP, a 37-

residue hormone selectively expressed in pancreatic β-

cells, are widely associated with the pathology of type-2-

diabetes.9-11 These fibrillar aggregates are formed via

peptide self-assembly into unbranched elongated structures

and present filamentous morphology, a cross-β spine, steric

zipper structures, and are cytotoxic.12-14 Recently, there has

been much interest in the early oligomerization process of

hIAPP because several studies have implicated greater

neurotoxicity of smaller prefibrillar hIAPP oligomers over

mature fibrils.15-18 Therefore, it is also important to compare

the initial aggregation structure of rIAPP, which does not

form amyloid, as a control group, in addition to the

analysis of hIAPP early aggregation structures growing to

ultimately form amyloid plaques.

Accordingly, there have been several studies on early

aggregates of rIAPP. In previous IMS-MS experiments, two

different rIAPP D5+ conformations were observed based on

the arrival time distribution.19 The Radford group confirmed

the gas-phase stability of rIAPP oligomers through CID

experiments, demonstrating that they are more stable than

hIAPP oligomers.20 Using solution NMR spectroscopy,

Nanga et al. studied the 3D structure of rIAPP in the presence

of a membrane and suggested that the α-helix region plays a

crucial role in self-association.1 The structures of rIAPP

dimers and oligomers have been studied using molecular

dynamics simulations. It was established that the dimer

structure of rIAPP is distinct from that of hIAPP because

rIAPP displays an α-helix in the N-terminal, with a distortion
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in the middle of the chain, followed by a second shorter α-

helix, and is devoid of β-sheets.21 It was also suggested that

rIAPP dimer to pentamer oligomers suffer from marked

secondary structural changes due to a significant loss of the C-

terminal β-sheet and turn conformation.22

Herein, we used CID in conjunction with ESI-MS to

obtain structural information on the rIAPP monomer,

dimer, and rIAPP-hIAPP hetero-dimer for comparison with

the hIAPP dimer structure. The rIAPP homo- or hetero-

dimer complexes were allowed to form in solution, and

electrosprayed onto a quadrupole ion guide. ESI-MS is

assumed to produce intact gas-phase dimer complex ions

from the dimer complex in solution. The fragmentation

patterns for the rIAPP homo- or hetero-dimer structure were

investigated in a 50% H2O+50% CH3OH solution. In a

previous study, we investigated multiply charged monomers

and dimers of hIAPP employing CID-MS/MS.23

Experimental

The MS for protein cation complexes and MS/MS

spectra for fragmentation pattern analysis were obtained

using a Thermo Finnigan LTQ mass spectrometer (Thermo

Electron Corp., San Jose, CA, USA), which is a linear ion

trap mass spectrometer equipped with an atmospheric

pressure-ionization source.

Mass spectrometry conditions 

The protein samples were introduced into the electrospray

ionization interface via a direct infusion method using a

microsyringe pump (Hamilton, USA) at a flow rate of 1–2 mL

min-1. The positive ion MS spectra were acquired over an m/

z range of 700–2000 by averaging 1000–2000 scans. The MS/

MS spectra were acquired under the following experimental

conditions: activation time of 30 ms, injection time of 100–

200 ms, and an isolation width of 1–1.5 mass units. The

parent protein ions were individually and manually selected

and then subjected to the CID process. The minimal

collision energies were optimized for each MS/MS

experiment to be viewed at sufficient signal-to-noise ratios.

Reagents

rIAPP1-37 and hIAPP1-37 (Bachem, Switzerland) were

used in the experiments. HPLC-grade H2O (Merck Ltd.,

Korea) and HPLC-grade CH3OH (Merck Ltd., Korea)

were used as solvents. The peptides were dissolved in

H2O:CH3OH (1:1, v/v) to prepare 6 × 10-5 M solutions. The

solutions were prepared in this manner to achieve sufficient

D5+ ion intensity in the CID-MS/MS experiments. The

experiments were performed within 24 h of sample

preparation.

Results and Discussion

MS Spectra

Under the present ESI experimental conditions, the mass

spectrum of rIAPP indicated the presence of multiply

charged monomers and oligomers (Figure 1). Monomer

peaks were observed at m/z 1960.0, 1307.0, 980.5, and 784.6,

indicating that the monomers had multiple proton adduct

charges ranging from 2+ to 5+, [M+2H+] to [M+5H+]. The

rIAPP sequence contains three basic residues (Lys1,

Arg11, and Arg18) and an N-terminal position available

for protonation. Depending on the gas-phase basicity, we

Figure 1. ESI-MS spectrum of (a) rIAPP and (b) rIAPP+hIAPP mixed solution. Multiply charged monomers and oligomers are

represented as Mz+, Dz+, and Tz+ (M = monomer, D = dimer, T = trimer, and z = charge state). rIAPP and hIAPP are colored red and blue,

respectively.
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speculate that protonation occurs at Lys1, Arg11, and

Arg18 for M3+ (m/z 1307.0), and at the N-terminal amide

for M4+ (m/z 980.5).24 Monomers with charges of 3+ and

4+ gave rise to particularly high-intensity peaks. The signal

intensity of the M5+ (m/z 784.6) monomer was lower than

that of the other monomer peaks, and it is unclear where

the 5th protonation occurs. For the oligomers, peaks were

observed at m/z 1568.2, 1120.4, 1680.1, and 1470.2,

corresponding to D5+, D7+, T7+, and T8+ (T = trimer),

respectively.

Figure 1b shows the MS spectra of a solution containing

the two IAPPs, (rIAPP + hIAPP). The MS spectra of

amyloidogenic hIAPP can be found in a previous study.23

The insets in Figure 1b show enlarged portions of the

spectrum containing the signals for the dimers and trimers.

The peaks are labeled with their respective (rIAPP: hIAPP)

ratios. D5+(20) represents five positive charges of the

homo-dimer complex (two rIAPP: zero hIAPP). In Figure

1b, the D5+(11) notation indicates that the hetero-dimer

complex is composed of (one rIAPP: one hIAPP) with five

positive charges. The T8+(21) notation means that the

hetero-trimer complex is composed of (two rIAPP: one

hIAPP) with eight positive charges.

In general, the intensities of the homo-dimer and homo-

oligomer spectral peaks decreased when the second hetero-

IAPP was added to enable the formation of hetero-dimer or

hetero-oligomer complexes. In addition to the presence of

homo-dimers and homo-trimers, the hetero-dimer D5+(11),

hetero-trimer T8+(21), and T8+(12) were also observed as

D5+(20), D5+(02), T8+(30), and T8+(03), respectively (Figure

1b). Here, homo-dimer D5+(02) or D5+(20) intensities

decreased prominently compared to those shown in Figure

1a and in the previously published spectra.23 The observed

complexes up to their trimer configuration and their m/z

values are listed in the Electronic Supplementary Information

Table S1.

MS/MS Spectra

MS/MS spectra of the monomers

CID-MS/MS experiments were conducted to obtain

structural information on the parent rIAPP monomer or

dimer ions in the early stages of aggregation. The MS/MS

spectra of rIAPP monomers are shown in Figure 2. The

fragment ions were labeled with various colors and shapes

based on the fragment residue regions to compare the

fragmentation patterns of each parent ion. The fragment

ion assignments for the spectra in Figure 2 are presented in

the Electronic Supplementary Information Table S2. 

In the MS/MS spectrum of rIAPP M2+ (Figure 2a), we

observed three fragment ion series, ① singly charged y10–

y14 ions, ② doubly charged y27–y30 ions, and ③ doubly

charged b23–b35 fragment ions. The MS/MS fragmentation

patterns are presented in Table 1. In the MS/MS spectrum

of rIAPP M3+ (Fig. 2b), two fragment ion series were

observed. Compared to the spectrum of rIAPP M2+, doubly

charged y27–y30 ions in residues C7–Q10 were not observed

in this case (Figure 2b). The dissociation process of

residues C7–Q10 was regarded to be hindered because the

Arg11 residue is protonated (H+) depending on the pKa

value. The y10–y14 ions were commonly observed as singly

charged fragment ions, regardless of the monomer charge

states (M2+, M3+, and M4+) (Figure 2a–2c). It is worth

noting that the b27 and y10 fragment ions were observed in

the spectra shown in Figure 2a–2d as the main dissociation

process between L27 and P28.

MS/MS spectra of the dimers

In the CID-MS/MS spectrum of rIAPP D5+ (Figure 3a),

the fragmentation pattern arising from covalent bond

dissociation was observed. Two main fragment ions, [M+

b27]
4+ and [M+ y10]

3+, were observed. Those ions are

indicating that the peptide bond between L27 and P28 is a

critical position in the dissociation process of rIAPP D5+.

The [M+ y10]
3+ is proposed to be a form of [M2+ + y10

1+]3+,

based on the observation of y10
1+ ions (Table 1). The y10

ion was always observed in a singly charged state in the

MS/MS spectrum of M2+–M5+ parent ions. Using the same

logic, the b27 ion is expected to be in a doubly charged state

in the [M+ b27]
4+ fragment ion. The formation of M2+

monomer ion was expected to be conserved in the MS/MS

Table 1. Comparison of MS/MS fragmentation patterns of rIAPP monomers and dimers. The b
u
 and y

n
 ions were observed in the

fragmentation of monomers, and b
u
, y

n
, (M+ b

u
), and (M+ y

n
) were the fragment ions for dimers.

Parent ion
MS/MS fragmentation patterns

[y10]~[y14] [y27]~[y30] [b23]~[b35]

M2+ 1+ 2+ 2+

M3+ 1+ N/A 2+

M4+ 1+ N/A 2+,3+

M5+ 1+ N/A 3+,4+

rIAPP D5+
y10

1+ N/A [M+b23]
4+ ~ [M+b34]

4+

[M+y10]
3+, [M+y11]

3+ N/A b23

2+ ~ b27

2+

Hetero- D5+ rat:y10

1+ ~ rat:y14

1+ N/A
[Mh+rat:b23]

4+ ~ [Mh+rat:b27]
4+

[Mr+human:b23]
4+ ~ [Mr+human:b35]

4+
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dissociation process of rIAPP D5+. In other words, the

fragmentation process was expected to occur in the M3+

monomer form in the MS/MS of rIAPP D5+. Therefore, the

parent ion rIAPP D5+ is surmised to be composed of M2+ and

M3+. As further evidence, in the CID-MS/MS experiments

with broader mass isolation widths, it was observed that all

of the rIAPP D5+ parent ions dissociated into M2+ (m/z

1960) and M3+ (m/z 1307) (Figure S1).

The two proposed rIAPP D5+ structures are shown in

Scheme 1, based on the observation of (M+ b27)
4+ and

(M+ y10)
3+ fragment ions. We postulate the coexistence of

the two proposed configurations of D5+ (Scheme 1a and

1b) in the rIAPP solution. The coexistence of two rIAPP

D5+ geometries could be a possible explanation for the

observation of two peaks in the IMS-MS spectrum of

rIAPP D5+.19

The observation of (M+ b
u
)4+ fragment ion series, u =

23−34, suggests dimer interactions at the 1−22 residue

region (Scheme 1a); this spectrum is consistent with dimer

structures involving N-terminal helix-helix interactions, as

shown in previous hIAPP studies.25 A significant contribution

from the L12−L12 and F15−F15 interactions between the

monomers has also been reported.26 The observation of

(M + b
u
)4+ fragment ion series, u = 23−34, could not

provide insight into whether the hIAPP 1–22 region forms

a helical coil or not. Nonetheless, the observation of the

(M + b
u
)4+ series (u = 23−34) did indicate the presence of

interactions in the 1–22 residue region, where the dissociation

process of the dimer complex is expected to be hindered. The

assumption of these 1−22 domain interactions between two

rIAPP molecules was supported by the observation of the

(b27 + b27)
4+ fragment ion in the MS/MS/MS spectrum of

the (M+ b27)
4+ parent ion (Figure S2).

The observation of the (M+ y10)
3+ and b

u

2+ series (u =

Figure 2. MS/MS spectra of monomers of rIAPP (a) M2+, (b) M3+, (c) M4+, (d) M5+. The b
u
 fragment series peak at u = 23–35 is

indicated by a red square at the top of the peak and the y
n
 fragment series peaks at u = 10–14 and u = 27–30 are indicated by red and

green triangles, respectively.
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23−27) in Figure 3a is inconsistent with the geometry

shown in Scheme 1a. These observations suggest another

dimer interaction at the 28−37 region (Scheme 1b), which

is incompatible with the geometry shown in Scheme 1a.

The dimer interaction in the 28−37 region has been

proposed to occur in β-strand interactions between β-

hairpin monomers19,27 and in the disordered loop region of

the monomers,28 in which the C-terminal or 28–37 residue

Figure 3. MS/MS spectrum of (a) rIAPP D5+ dimer and (b) hetero-D5+ .[M+ b
u
]4+ fragment series peaks at u = 23–34 are indicated by a

red square at the top of the peak and the (M+ y
n
)3+ and y

n
 fragment series peaks at n = 10–14 are indicated by red and green triangles,

respectively. rIAPP and hIAPP are indicated in red and blue, respectively.

Scheme 1. Schematic diagram of the proposed rIAPP D5+structures.
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region is not amenable to the CID dissociation process.

The inference of these C-terminal or 28–37 domains

interaction between two rIAPP molecules was supported

by the observation of the b
u

2+ series (u = 23−27) and the

absence of the b
u

2+ ions in the 28–37 residues in the MS/

MS/MS spectrum of the (M+ y10)
3+ parent ion (Figure S2).

The covalent and non-covalent bond dissociation was

observed in the CID-MS/MS spectrum of rIAPP-hIAPP

hetero-dimer D5+(11) parent ions (Figure 3b). Three

monomer fragment ions (rIAPP2+, rIAPP3+, and hIAPP2+)

were observed as products of the non-covalent bond

dissociation process of the hetero-dimer D5+(11) complex.

It is assumed that the D5+(11) complex comprises two

possible hetero-dimer structures, (rIAPP3+ + hIAPP2+) or

(rIAPP2+ + hIAPP3+). The formation of the (rIAPP3+ + hIAPP2+)

complex was supported by the observation of (hIAPP2+ +

rIAPP: b23–b27 ions)4+ and (rIAPP: y10–y14 ions)1+ fragment

ions in the spectrum of Fig. 3b. The formation of the

(rIAPP2+ + hIAPP3+) structure was supported by the

observation of the (rIAPP2+ + hIAPP: b
u
)4+ fragment series

from u = 26 to u = 35, which implies an interaction

between hIAPP2+ and the 1−22 residue region of rIAPP3+.

The fragmentation process was expected to occur in the 3+

monomer charge state, rIAPP3+ in (rIAPP3+ + hIAPP2+),

and hIAPP3+ in the (rIAPP2+ + hIAPP3+) complex. It is

worth noting that the absence of (hIAPP2+ + rIAPP: y10)
3+

distinguishes the rIAPP-hIAPP hetero-dimer spectrum from

the rIAPP homo-dimer MS/MS spectrum in Figure 3a.

Therefore, the (hIAPP2+ + rIAPP3+) hetero-dimer geometry is

expected to be similar to that of the Scheme 1a structure,

wherein N-terminal domain interaction was proposed for the

rIAPP homo-dimer or hIAPP homo-dimer in previous

studies.23 The proposed N-terminal domain interaction

structure appears to be consistent with the 2D IR experimental

results at 24 h after mixing rIAPP and hIAPP.6 Both the

observed (rIAPP2+ + hIAPP:b26-35)
4+ fragment ions and the

absence of (hIAPP2+ + rIAPP: y10)
3+ implied that the C-

terminal domain interaction geometry, which is similar to

that of the structure in Scheme 1b, is not favorable in the

hetero-dimer 25+(11) complex.

Conclusion

CID-MS/MS experiments were conducted to obtain

structural information on the monomers and dimers formed

in the early stages of rIAPP aggregation. The MS/MS

spectra of the rIAPP monomers showed that there were

two different fragmentation patterns, (M2+ fragmentation

pattern) and (M3+, M4+ and M5+ fragmentation pattern),

indicating that the rIAPP monomer structures depend on

the charge state of parent monomer ion. Non-covalent or

covalent bond dissociation was observed in the MS/MS

spectra of [MrIAPP + MrIAPP]
5+ or [MrIAPP + MhIAPP]

5+. The

fragment ions of [MrIAPP + MhIAPP]
5+ for the non-covalent

bond dissociation process, M2+ and M3+, indicated that

[MrIAPP + MhIAPP]
5+ hetero-dimer was composed of M2+ and

M3+ monomers. The covalent bond dissociation patterns

corresponding to (M+ b27)
4+ and (M+ y10)

3+ indicated the

co-existence of two rIAPP D5+ configurations, proposed in

Schemes 1a and 1b, in the rIAPP solution. The observation

of (hIAPP2+ + rIAPP: b27)
4+ and (rIAPP2+ + hIAPP: b27)

4+

in the MS/MS spectrum of [MrIAPP + MhIAPP]
5+ hetero-

dimer indicated that the geometry of Scheme 1a complex

was favorable in the hetero-dimer complex structure.
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